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Abstract Providing efficient mobility management in the
current Internet is increasingly important due to the quick
growth of wireless mobile users. The emerging Proxy Mo-
bile IPv4 (PMIPv4) technique brings a possible solution
for that purpose. Since NAT function is widely adopted in
IPv4 environment nowadays because of lacking IPv4 ad-
dresses, the PMIPv4 interoperating with NAT must be con-
sidered. Unfortunately, owing to the possible conflict of pri-
vate IP address, we encounter a problem in broadcasted
point-to-multipoint wireless networks such as IEEE 802.11
networks. To address this issue, we proposed a novel Net-
work Address Translation on Demand (NAToD) scheme,
which can well interoperate with the PMIPv4 solution. With
our scheme, single public IPv4 addresses can be shared by
multiple mobile nodes in both home and foreign networks,
low-latency handoff can be achieved, deployment cost can
be reduced, and software upgrade can be avoided for mobile
nodes in wireless LANs. Our work allows mobile users in
WLAN to access Internet based on the advantages of both
PMIPv4 and NAT.
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1 Introduction

With the quick advance in wireless Internet technologies,
more and more IP-based user equipments are becoming mo-
bile, and providing mobility support in the IP networks has
been a long-standing challenge. The motivation of this work
was to design a feasible technique that continues an IP ses-
sion when a host has to change its IP address while in mov-
ing. The Proxy Mobile IPv4 (PMIPv4) [27] solution is firstly
developed for several wireless wide-area networks. Indeed,
the PMIPv4 and PMIPv6 [14] protocol is adopted as part of
them (e.g. WiMAX [20], 3GPP LTE, 3GPP2 HRPDA [2],
and so on). Unless the IPv6 has been widely deployed, it
is essential to support mobility for IPv4 mobile nodes. In
addition, mechanisms for dealing with overlapped private
IPv4 addresses of mobile nodes and supporting separation
of flows between the key components of PMIPv4, such as
Proxy Home Agent (PHA), Access Router (AR), and espe-
cially Mobile Node (MN) are also required.

Nowadays NAT (Network Address Translation) [8, 35]
mechanism has been widely adopted as a solution to accom-
modate the IPv4 address shortage problem [13], which is
typical in PMIPv4 environment. In order to cope with this
problem, most of the mobile devices connect to the Internet
through the NAT mechanism. In case that Care-of-Addresses
(CoAs) or Home Addresses (HoAs) are assigned in the pri-
vate IP address space, problems regarding address overlap-
ping and NAT traversal are likely to appear in a broad-
casted wireless LANs [10], such as IEEE 802.11 network.
Although these problems can be overcome by management
in a local mobility environment, it is still a tough task to
establish a global mobility environment.

In order to solve the IP conflicting problem in PMIPv4
that inter-operates with NAT in WLANs. We proposed an
extension to PMIPv4 by integrating the NAToD (NAT on de-
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mand) functions into the home agent. The topic is an impor-
tant issue when convergence of wireless networks is becom-
ing a reality.

2 Problem description and related works

2.1 Network-based local mobility management

The IETF has defined several client-based (host-based) mo-
bility management protocols that intend to handle IP mo-
bility for MNs. All IP mobility management protocols de-
fined thus far require the involvement of IP layer in the MN.
A variety of solutions, such as IETF Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4)
[32] and Mobile IPv6 [21], Hierarchical Mobile IP [38] and
its extension for the Regional Paging [15], Fast Handoff
[25, 26], Cellular IP [5], HAWAII [33] and EMA [31] have
been proposed. Given all these efforts, however, pervasive
mobility service on the Internet anytime and anywhere is
still not mature. Thus, integration and improvement of dis-
similar and practicable mobility solutions becomes an essen-
tial issue in next-generation IP-based wireless networks [4].

Each of the solutions mentioned above has common
problems. For example, MIPv4 incurs large handover and
end-to-end latency, which makes it hard to support real-
time multimedia applications. With MIPv4, network opera-
tors, mobile users and communication peers also need to up-
grade their equipments to enable mobility support. Making
such coordinated deployment across administrative bound-
aries has been proven to be an arduous task [22]. A satisfac-
tory next-generation mobility management solution should
solve all these major problems to get acceptance.

The Network-based Local Mobility Management
(NetLMM) [19, 22, 23] working group of IETF has tasks in
defining a self-titled protocol, in which local mobility is han-
dled by network side without involvement of the MN. The
idea is that a MN can move across multiple access routers
without encountering a change in its IP address. Further,
the NetLMM provides mobility support to a MN within a
restricted portion and topologically localized network, and
MN does not need to participate in any mobility related sig-
naling. In other words, the NetLMM enables a mobility en-
vironment for all IP-based wireless equipments which lack
built-in mobility capability, thereby hiding the mobility of
the IP layer and higher layers.

An additional goal of NetLMM is to simplify the deploy-
ment, integrate with and enhance existing solutions if suit-
able, to the mutual benefit of service operators and end users.
The key benefits of NetLMM include: decrease the com-
plexity of MNs, enhance the capability for mobility, speedup
the handoff procedure, and reduce the air-link consumption,
etc. [23]. Such concept brings up PMIPv4 and PMIPv6 in
addition to the legacy client mode (host mode) Mobile IP
(CMIP) [1, 10].

2.2 Proxy mobile IPv4 (PMIPv4)

IPv6 is considered as the only practical long-term solu-
tion for IPv4 [8] address exhaustion problem, but before
widespread deployment of IPv6, mobile users still suffers
both the severest IPv4 address shortages in the wireless In-
ternet and complex, impractical client based mobility man-
agement schemes. Extensions of PMIPv4 is therefore pro-
posed to allow MIPv4 protocol operating within the network
and enabling IPv4 hosts to roam without MIPv4 support,
while the dedicated network entities provide mobility sup-
port on their behalf [2, 27]. The required mobility proce-
dures are handled by the Proxy Mobile Agent (PMA), a new
mobility entity in the wireless access network. It performs
location registration and update analogous to regular MIPv4
procedures, but strictly omits any involvement of the MNs.

The PMA resides in (integrates with) the first AR or Base
Station (BS) perceived by the MN, it is similar to Foreign
Agent (FA) with DHCP [11] function. The PMA operates
in the following manner: it detects an MN that is attached
to the network and triggered by the regular network access
procedure, initiates Mobile IPv4 registration with the HA
on behalf of the MN. The basic PMIPv4 architecture and its
handoff procedure are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The PMA
operation is triggered by the DHCP request message origi-
nated from MN, it then sends a Proxy Registration ReQuest
(PRRQ) [27] message to the associated HA. The PRRQ con-
tains the pCoA (Proxy Care of Address) of the serving PMA
(collocated in FA in this case) and the original IP address of
the MN. Therefore, the HA sets up the mobility binding en-
try for the MN after being assigned a HoA, then the HA will
return the previously assigned HoA through the Proxy Reg-
istration RePly (PRRP) [27] message to the PMA. Other-
wise, the HA may deny the registration because it is admin-
istratively prohibited. After the PRRP procedure, the PMA
provides the IP address (HoA) to the MN in DHCP response,
and establishes a bidirectional IP-in-IP tunnel [37] between
the HA and PMA (using the IP address of the PMA as MN’s
pCoA). Afterwards, all incoming packets from the MN are
intercepted, encapsulated and forwarded to the HA via the
tunnel by PMA, which de-encapsulates the packets heading
to the MN and delivers them using layer 2 forwarding. The
registration procedure repeats whenever MN moves into the
domain of another PMA; HA relocates the tunnel towards
the target PMA and terminates the previous tunnel in paral-
lel. The MN always maintains the same HoA during a ses-
sion connection between itself and the CN. It is even un-
aware of its movement.

Finally, when the mobility binding entry for a MN in
HA is updated, the HA may send a Registration Revoca-
tion [27] to the previous serving PMA (i.e. specific to the
Foreign Agent entity) in order to reclaim unused resources
in an expeditious manner, then the previous serving PMA
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Fig. 1 The architecture of
PMIPv4 with NAT support

Fig. 2 PMIPv4 handoff
procedure and its duplicated IP
problem on NAT environment

sends revocation acknowledgement to the HA. Now the tar-
get PMA acts as the serving PMA to replace the previous
one.

The PMIPv4 described in [27] asserts several benefits:
additional mobility support for unmodified hosts; reduction
of the handoff signaling transmitted over the wireless link
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and in the network, and the support for heterogeneous hand-
offs. Since there is no route optimization in IPv4 networks,
all the traffic to/from the MN always goes through the HA,
even when the CN and MN are in the same subnet. It re-
mains identical with host-based MIPv4 except that the mo-
bility signaling is no longer required on the air links. Ex-
tensions to the Mobile IPv4 registration and reply messages
are needed to accommodate location change. This approach
introduces additional tunneling overhead, and requires con-
siderable extensions to the HA [27].

2.3 IP conflict problem description of NAT over PMIPv4

Before the widespread IPv6 deployment by Internet service
provider (ISP) to provide sufficient address space, NAT was
devised as a short-term solution to the IPv4 address exhaus-
tion problem [8]. As the name implies, it translates an IP
address from a private space into the public address used
on the Internet, so that more internal hosts can access exter-
nal networks with fewer public IPv4 addresses by repeatedly
using private IP addresses. NAT functionality can be built
into a device such as a router that sits between an upstream
provider (e.g. an ISP) and a local network. An even denser
deployment of IPv4 NAT is perceived nowadays, and NAT
is still the essential technique for extending the life cycle of
IPv4 [8].

A MN behind the NAT can only play the client role, as
opposed to either a client or server in the end-to-end model
that characterized the original Internet. Also due to the quick
advance in broadband technologies and media streaming
applications nowadays, the NATs may become the perfor-
mance bottleneck of the common Internet access [8].

PMIPv4 is designed for newer non-broadcasted Wire-
less Wide Area Network (WWAN) and Wireless Metropolitan
Area Network (WMAN) environments such as IEEE 802.16
[2, 28]. The point-to-multipoint broadcasting control mes-
sage is transmitted in block in the above type of networks,
in which the layer-2 point-to-point connection-oriented ser-
vice is mandatory between BS and the MNs [30]. It means
no ARP [6] broadcasting among MNs, and even the pri-
vate IP address conflict detection [9] in layer-3 can be ig-
nored. The BS can recognize the individual layer-2 connec-
tion whether it comes from foreign MNs or home MNs by
Connection IDentifier (CID) and handle them in appropri-
ate data paths respectively [18, 28]. This overcomes the ob-
stacle of PMIPv4 working with NAT in WWAN environ-
ments.

However, if we deploy the PMIPv4 with NAT in a broad-
casted point-to-multipoint WLAN environment (e.g. IEEE
802.11), challenges may occur. Firstly, the MN may use the
private IP address as a HoA. Since private IP address can be
repeatedly used in different domains, once a MN moved to
a foreign network, it was possible that the foreign network

had used the same private IP address as MN’s. This may
cause two problems: (1) the foreign MN’s HoA (a private
IP address) conflicts with the home MN’s HoA, or conflicts
with another foreign MN’s HoA, especially the network ad-
ministrators are used to configure the similar private IP sub-
nets (e.g. 192.168.0.x). Therefore all of them will receive
warning message of duplicated IP; (2) Even if the BS at-
tempted to filter the ARP broadcasting across the MNs, it is
still hard for the PMA (FA) to distinguish the connection of
foreign MN from that of home MN, because they have same
private IP address. Although PMA still can distinguish the
connection by either MAC address or other manner, it will
increase the complexity of the PMA. According to the above
discussion, the NAT conflict problem is still an open issue
for PMIPv4 environments [10].

Practically, in order to avoid such situation, a Duplicate
IP address detection (DAD) [9] procedure has been imple-
mented. Once a duplicated IP was detected, the recursive
procedures (including PRRP, PRRQ and DAD) continue un-
til the address conflict is eliminated. These procedures intro-
duce a large number of network attachment and long handoff
latency.

This work is motivated by the issues described above, we
take the development of the PMIPv4 with NAT services in
IEEE 802.11 infrastructure mode as an example, our work
can be further modified for different WLAN environments,
and this part is left as the future work.

3 Proposed scheme

3.1 Architecture and operation of NAToD

The Network Address Translation on Demand (NAToD)
mechanism is first addressed in [7] as a substitute for tradi-
tional NATs. Its original goal is improving the packet trans-
mission performance for the Internet access. Due to its re-
markable properties, NAToD becomes a promising candi-
date for NAT applications.

The NAToD is a cross-layer network function working
in both data-link and transport layer (it can be said to by-
pass the network layer). The NAToD works in bridge mode,
and does not take any IP address (including public and pri-
vate IP address). The default gateway of endpoints in the
internal network also points to the router through NAToDs,
which neither translate any IP address nor modify any net-
work layer header. Since the internal hosts have already used
the external unique public IP address directly, every internal
host uses the duplicate public IP address repeatedly. There-
fore the NAToD cannot distinguish IP addresses of the in-
ternal hosts, and all packets will be using the 48/64 bits
source MAC address to tell them from each other instead.
The original idea in this design regards that traditional NATs
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must always resolve the source/destination IP address and
source/destination port, lookup the translation table, update
translation table, replace source IP and/or source port, recal-
culate the checksum and send the packet out. It will waste
a lot of processing time and cause NATs the bottleneck of
packet flows. In NAToDs, it has the same procedure for
checking each packet, but only a small portion of packet
headers needs to be translated. The probability of Trans-
lation on Demand (ToD) for a port number is very low. It
is needed only when the so-called “Source Port Collision
(SPC)” occurs: Multiple endpoints in the internal network
connect to the same external host and access the same ser-
vice port at the same time; and coincidentally, two or more
of the randomly selected source port numbers for these in-
ternal hosts happen to be the same. In such case, the collided
source port number of the latter session should be translated
to a new randomly-selected free port number in NAToD, and
added to the translation table to accomplish correct transla-
tion for return packets. Theoretically, the probability of SPC
is less than 1/216 when two internal hosts are connecting
to the same external host and the same service port. This
probability will increase when the number of internal host
increases, or the internal hosts have frequent access to a spe-
cific external host. If there were 256 hosts in the internal seg-
ment, the SPC probability is still less than 1/256. In most
cases, multiple internal hosts won’t open the same source
port for transmitting their packets during the same time pe-
riod. In other words, more than 99 % of the sessions/packets
are transparent to the NAToD and do not need IP header
translation. The majority of the packets do not need transla-
tion and recalculation of the checksum. By simplifying the
translation process using NAToD mechanism, we are able to
improve the throughput and reduce the forwarding latency
of NAT services.

For example, when the first packet is sent by internal
host A, the packet will obtain a randomly selected port num-
ber 1024, pass through the NAToD without changing its IP
header and arrive at the external host. Similarly, the packet
responded by the external host will get through the NAToD
without translation and reach the internal host A. While this
session is active, internal hosts B using the same IP address
as host A, which sets up a connection with same external
host too. The source port number used by B is selected ran-
domly as 1025. It could be distinguished from the connec-
tion using 1024 as source port number before by recording
them in the NAToD. Still, it does not need any translation for
setting up the second record in the NAToD translation table
and transmitting this packet to the external host. When an
internal host C tries to set up the third connection with same
external host, the NAToD will check two existed records of
the internal network. If it conflicts with the second record,
the returned packet won’t be able to reach the correct in-
ternal host C. In order to solve this problem, it must re-

place the conflicted source port number from 1025 to, for
example, 9523 (randomly generated), so that those return
packets destined to client C can alleviate confliction and
reach the correct destination. It is similar to the traditional
NAPT, but most of the time it does not need to change the
IP header. Since the port number of the source has already
been changed, the IP header checksum of the packet must
be recalculated.

On the design of the NAToDs, the function of proxy
ARP [6] is required, and network administrators must ensure
that the MAC address of any host in both internal and ex-
ternal networks is unique (MAC addresses should inherent
unique). When an internal host broadcasts the ARP request
packet to look for the external host, the NAToD will forward
the packet to the external network and vice versa: when the
ARP reply packet comes back, the NAToD forwards it to the
internal network too.

3.2 PMIPv4 with NAToD initial network attachment

Due to the special property of NAToD, it is an inherent cross-
layer fast handoff mechanism for IPv4 mobility manage-
ment, especially it cooperates with PMIPv4. Our design in-
tegrates the NAToD functions within the HA in PMIPv4 net-
works as presented in Fig. 3. Thus, every bidirectional traffic
flow from MNs will pass through and be processed by HA
with NAToD entity, also all addresses acquisition procedure
will be handled by HA.

Basically, our approach does not affect the original net-
work attachment procedure of PMIPv4. There are three dis-
tinct phases: Firstly, the MN establishes L2 link with the
base station (e.g. access point in IEEE 802.11, not shown)
and performs access authentication/authorization with the
PMA/AR. In this phase, the MN may perform the EAP
[3] (e.g. PPP [36] or IEEE 802.1x [17]) between the ARs.
The AR acts as the NAS (Network Access Server) in this
phase. Therefore, the AR makes exchange of Authentica-
tion, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) messages within
the network management infrastructure to perform authenti-
cation and authorization for the MN. As part of this phase,
the AAA server may retrieve some information such as
user’s profile, handset type, assigned home agent address,
and other capabilities of the MN.

Secondly, the MN attempts to obtain an IP address
via a DHCP or PPP. This triggers PMIPv4 which as-
signs/authorizes the IP address and handles forwarding be-
tween the PMA and HA. Specifically, the DHCP client
(built-in on the MN) sends the DHCP discovery message
to the DHCP relay agent (built-in on the PMA) or DHCP
server, the DHCP relay agent or DHCP server will send the
DHCP ACK message to the DHCP client after PMIPv4 sig-
naling has been completed.
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Fig. 3 The architecture of
PMIPv4 with NAToD support

However, in order to speed up the network attachment
and handoff process, the address acquirement procedure
may be omitted: let’s statically assign public IP addresses
to each mobile node, thus the DHCP or PPP procedures are
no longer required. In addition, since the conflict problem
is inherent in the NAToD and ignored, the DAD procedure
will be no longer required. As a consequence, both the net-
work attachment and handoff latency could be significantly
decreased through this way.

Thirdly, when the previous phase (DHCP or normal data-
gram) is completed, the PMA sends a PRRQ message to
the HA. The PRRQ contains the pCoA of the serving PMA,
HoA and MAC address of the MN in our manner. There-
fore, The HA sets up the mobility binding entry for the MN
after assigning a former HoA, note that HoA is a duplicate
public IP address on NAToD mechanism. The HA may also
assign a GRE [12] key to PMA in this phase (if GRE tun-
neling is used between the PMA and HA). If the request is
authorized, both configuration parameters of MN and PMA
can be carried by the PMIPv4 messages.

The HA will return the HoA and the GRE key through
the PRRP message to the PMA, if the registration is per-
mitted. Then the PMA provides the IP address (HoA) to the
MN in DHCP response, and the forwarding path (tunnel) for
the HoA between the PMA and HA is established [13]. Note
that the MAC address of MNs will also be included in this
tunneling protocol, so the tunnel type is transparent Ether-
net bridging (0x6558) instead of the IP-in-IP (0x0800) as in
the conventional PMIPv4. At this step, the MN’s IP protocol
stack is still configured as the original HoA that has a tun-
neling between the AR/PMA and HA. Thus MN can access
the Internet through this duplicated HoA that is shared with
other MNs located in anywhere via NAToD mechanism. All
IP address translation procedures are completed in HA. Re-

gardless of whether the PMA belongs to home network or
visited network, the initial network attachment procedure is
similar to that mentioned previously.

3.3 PMIPv4 with NAToD handoff

When a base station detects that a MN has moved into
the visited network, authentication and authorization will
be performed again firstly when MN leaves the serving AR
and attaches to the target AR in the foreign networks. The
successful authentication or first datagram will trigger the
PMIPv4 signaling. The target PMA sends a PRRQ to the
HA. The PRRQ contains the pCoA of the target PMA and
the MAC address of MN. Afterwards, The HA updates the
existing mobility binding entry for the MN and returns the
original HoA fetched from the binding entry to the target
PMA through the PRRP message.

The MN’s HoA can also be statically assigned or ob-
tained through the aforementioned DHCP method; note that
the HoA is never modified as that in NAToD architecture. In
general, The MN’s IP protocol stack may detect layer-2 link
down and up after the access re-authentication, and attempt
to validate its IP address connectivity by DCHP, gratuitous
ARP [6, 9] or ICMP. In the last phase, the forwarding path
between target AR and HA is set up for the MN to send
and receive IP packets using the same HoA anchored to the
HA.

Since the visiting MNs carry their HoAs when they join
a foreign network which is also a NAToD environment, the
IP conflict won’t be a problem because the AR never cares
about it. Besides, with the NAToD, both the home and for-
eign networks are native public IP conflict environment, and
private IP address is not taken in NAToD function. PMA can
easily distinguish the traffic of visiting and home MNs by
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Fig. 4 The handoff operations
of PMIPv4 with NAToD

their source IP address (HoAs). All traffics originated from
the visiting MNs will be quickly recognized and forwarded
to the corresponding HA through Ethernet-in-IP tunneling
by the target AR. Since the HA’s IP address is exactly the
same as the visiting MN’s HoA, the target AR acquires the
HA’s location information directly without needing any ex-
tra procedure.

Through this method, a MN can continue to communi-
cate with CNs during handoff by using its unmodified HoA
which is shared with other MNs. The IP sessions between
the MNs and CNs can still be kept alive because TCP/UDP
binding information has never been changed in both sides.
As a result, NAToD could be a feasible NAT solution for
PMIPv4.
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4 Performance analysis

In the foreign network environment which needs a lot of
connections to home network in the PMIPv4 mobile man-
agement domain, our proposed scheme feature three con-
tributions: firstly, it reduces the amount of the IPv4 address
usage and prevent address conflict problem from happening;
secondly, it reduces the time for address acquiring, dupli-
cated IP checking. Even the ARP table checking time could
be omitted when the proposed scheme is deployed on PMA,
thus the handoff latency can be reduced; thirdly, it also re-
duces the time of NAT packet checking, IP header replace-
ment, IP/TCP/UDP header checksum recalculation. ARP ta-
ble checking could also be omitted too when our proposed
scheme is embedded in a HA, thus the NAT packet forward-
ing latency can be reduced. These features of PMIPv4 are
based on NAToD mechanism with simple data structure, fast
handoff latency, and low processor loading.

4.1 Usage of IP addresses

We firstly analyzed the IPv4 address usage of the proposed
scheme, and compare it to the original PMIPv4 scheme.
Our proposed scheme uses only one address in the home
network and this address is occupied by the home agent.
All MNs will share this address for communications every-
where, even if they roam to the foreign networks. Consider
that a real environment usually adopt an IP address pool to
a single NAT equipment, the maximum address occupancy
is bounded by O(N(h) + N(a)), and the minimum address
occupancy is bounded by o(N(H)), where N(h) denotes
the number of home agents, N(a) denotes the number of
PMAs/ARs, and N(H) denotes the number of home net-
works existing in access networks.

Contrarily, with original PMIPv4 scheme, the maximum
address occupancy is bounded by O(N(h) + N(a) + (1 +
ω)N(m)), where N(m) denotes the number of active mobile
agents, and ω denotes the average roaming frequency factor
of mobile agents.

We also investigate the impact of the end-to-end through-
put during the continuous movement of mobile nodes. We
setup an arbitrary roaming PMIPv4 network environment
with 20 home networks, which are constructed as hexagonal
cells. Each home network has one home agent, one AR, and
20 MNs. All MNs are set to arbitrarily roam within adjacent
six cells with different roaming frequency factors which is
the percentage of roaming MNs. MNs move to a foreign net-
works, stay there for a certain period of time and then move
again; the handoff occurs randomly, and the period length
is normally distributed. The model is more suitable to the
movement pattern in mobile networks that may be typical in
future Internet.

Fig. 5 The address occupancy between PMIPv4 and the proposed
scheme

Figure 5 shows the address occupancy of the proposed
scheme and original PMIPv4 in different network scalabil-
ities and roaming frequencies. Compare to our proposed
scheme in high roaming frequencies, the address occu-
pancy of the original PMIPv4 is several-fold. Obviously,
we can observe that massive IP addresses are saved by
our proposed scheme in a global PMIPv4 network. This
may be one of the most significant contributions of our
study.

4.2 Handoff latency

We firstly conducted an experiment to observe the hand-
off latency variation when a MN attaches to a PMA. The
experiment environment is organized as in Fig. 6: Two
Access Points (APs) are running in IEEE 802.11g mode
and connected to different LMAs. The two LMAs belong
to different manage domains and connect to an upper tier
router by Ethernet. HA is located in the same subnet with
LMA1 and AP1. MN moves and performs handover from
AP1 to AP2. The CN is connected to the upper tier router
with two hop distance and also connected by Ethernet.
The layer-3 handoff procedure is initiated immediately af-
ter layer-2 handoff procedure, which costs 500 ms. Dur-
ing the handoff, the MNs send constant bit rate UDP traf-
fic to CN at about 500 Kbps sustained rate with 1280
byte UDP packet and 20 ms inter-packet duration. We use
sniffer to observe the sequence number of UDP packets
which reflect the service disruption period during hand-
off.

The results are shown in Fig. 7. Since both the ad-
dress acquisition and duplicated address detection proce-
dures are omitted in the proposed scheme, the handoff la-
tency is about 510 ms only, which is almost the same as
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Fig. 6 Network topology under consideration

Fig. 7 Service disruption during handoff period

that of layer-2 handoff. In contrast, the original PMIPv4
needs a long period RTT between HA and PMA, for wait-
ing the PRRP in the address acquiring stage, and a long
period to ensure the availability of designated address in
the DAD stage, thus it totally needs 2350 ms during a
layer-3 handoff. Obviously, there is a big gap between our
proposed scheme and the original PMIPv4 in handoff la-
tency.

In the proposed scheme, two modes are used to perform
layer-3 network attachment: static assignment and DHCP.
Notes that results are based on IP static assignment man-
ner, once DHCP is employed, the handoff latency of the
proposed scheme will be decreased to similar with original
PMIPv4’s results because both address acquisition and DAD
procedures are still required.

4.3 Lookup performance of translation table in HA

As described before, during the process of IP address trans-
lation the NATs should dynamically set up a NAT trans-
lation table (NATTT) for both traffic directions. Once an

outgoing packet arrives, the NAT must check the corre-
sponding session packets with NATTT’s entries. If there
is a match, it will replace the source IP and port number
that has already been assigned before. Otherwise it will as-
sign a new source IP and port randomly, and add this new
record to NATTT, then forward the packet to the external
port. Once an incoming packet arrives, the same checking
procedures will be performed; if hit, recover the destina-
tion IP and port number from packet according to the orig-
inal mapping, then forward the packet to the internal port;
otherwise, drop the packet. All operations mentioned above
are processed in IP layer. Before the packets are really for-
warded to the physical network interface, the layer 2 en-
capsulation is necessary, and the corresponding MAC ad-
dress will be fetched from ARP table. Therefore, it needs
to lookup table at least twice in the traditional NAT opera-
tion.

The NAToD should also dynamically set up a set of NA-
ToD translation mapping table, abbreviated as NAToDTT,
during the process of translation. The purpose and function-
ality of the NAToDTT are same as NATTT, but the data
structure of the table is different. For outbound packets, the
NAToD will check the corresponding session packets with
NAToDTT entries. It checks fields of source MAC address,
destination IP, local source port and destination port num-
ber in the table. If a conflict is detected, it will assign a
global source port randomly and record it in NAToDTT to
accommodate its return packet. For those inbound packets,
the NAToD will perform the same checking procedure to see
whether the address has been translated before or not. If yes,
it uses the original source port and MAC address for trans-
mitting the return packet. Otherwise it will drop the packet.
All translations will be performed on demand by NAToD
while forwarding the packets. It does not have to deal with
the binding problem of the IP layer and MAC layer. We can
consider this design as combining ARP table and NATTT
into one NATODTT. In Fig. 8, the NATTT entries have at
least 18 bytes including 4-byte local source IP address, 4-
byte destination IP address, 2-byte local source port num-
ber, 2-byte destination port number, 4-byte global source IP
address, and 2-byte global source port number. It also shows
the corresponding 4-byte local IP address and 6-byte MAC
address in the ARP table.

In addition, the NAToD can lookup NAToDTT and find
MAC address for the transmission of the packets directly. It
needs neither to check the ARP Table nor to re-encapsulate
MAC address. In fact, the ARP Table will be used only for
connecting to the external network, but not the internal net-
work. From the data structure point of view, both the space
complexity and time complexity of NAToDTTs would be
better than that of NATs.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of NAT+ARP and NAToD table structure

4.4 The probability of translation and forwarding latency
in HA

We can calculate the probability of a fixed source port con-
flict P(k) during continuous session Φ in kth times as:

P(k) = βk
(

Φ
k+1

)(
αε(216−η)−α

Φ−k−1

)
(Φ − k − 1)!

(
Φ
1

)(
αε(216−η)−1

Φ−1

)
(Φ − 1)!

,

k = 2,3 . . .Φ − 1 (1)

where α denotes the size of IP addresses pool, β denotes
the number of internal hosts, η denotes reserved region of
source port number, and ε denotes the number of external
host and service (hosts × services). Equation (1) shows the
conditional probability. The denominator is the number of
cases that no two identical cases exist during the continu-
ous session Φ , and the numerator is the number of cases
that exactly k identical cases appear during the continuous
session. In Eq. (1), we found that the most important fac-
tor contributing to the probability is Φ , and β the second. It
is observed that the probability of conflicts with any given
source port exponentially decreases as the number of con-
flicts increases.

We can calculate the conditional probability P that at
least one source port conflicts with others during continu-
ous session Φ as:

P = 1 − βΦ
(

αε(216−η)
Φ

)

(
αβε(216−η)

Φ

) (2)

Where the numerical analysis shows the number of cases
that no two are the same, and the numerator is the number
of cases that at least two source ports are conflicted.

Equation (2) shows that if the number of continuous
sessions was not large enough, the probability of conflicts

increases in polynomial for continuous sessions; however,
when number of continuous sessions is large enough, the
probability decreases in polynomial.

We modified Eq. (2) by considering the probability of
each number k of conflicts and calculated the expected num-
ber during each continuous session. The expected value of
the translation E[k] (a.k.a. “average translation percentage”)
in concurrent session Φ is as follows:

E[k] =
Φ−1∑

i=1

iβi+1αε(216 − η)
(

Φ
i+1

)(
αε(216−η)−1

Φ−i−1

)

(
αβε(216−η)

Φ

)
Φ!

× (Φ − i − 1)!
(

αβε(216−η)
Φ

)
Φ!

(3)

We use MATLAB [29] for setting up NAToD emula-
tion model to estimate the probability of performing packet
translation. There are four controllable parameters in our de-
sign, the number of concurrent sessions, the number of in-
ternal clients, the number of the external servers, and the
number of service types in each server in the external net-
work. The simulation scenario is: (1) using a single IP ad-
dress for the NAToD’s IP address pool, (2) 1,000 clients in
the internal network, (3) 10, 100, 1000 servers × number
of service ports in the external network, (4) 100,000 con-
tinuous (concurrent) sessions. We initiate a simulation to
set up TCP/UDP sessions from all internal clients to sev-
eral service types on several external servers randomly. We
run 100,000 times of simulation totally and keep all sessions
alive simultaneously. It represents that we will set up the
number of internal clients × 65,536 session records in the
NAToDTT. Most of the NATTT entries in a common com-
mercial network equipment are usually designed for only
2,048∼4,096 sessions. It means that the number of simulta-
neous sessions in the simulation is far larger than the general
cases used in the practical applications.

In this research we run simulations with 3 scenarios:
“Traditional NAT”, “Restricted NAToD” and NAToD. It is
for the load testing to find NAToD’s translation frequency
and its performance. The simulation result is presented in
Fig. 9. At the end of simulation, the NAToDs have processed
only 30 (0.03 %) sessions that need IP address translation in
the scenario of 1000 servers; and only 332 (0.33 %) ses-
sions that need IP translation in the scenario of 100 servers.
In the scenario of 10 servers, we find just only 15,065 (15 %)
sessions that need address translation. It shows that the ef-
ficiency of translation is improved apparently. We also as-
sume that same percentage of the packet flow need to be
translated when all clients share a single public IP address.

But this simulation has two restrictions: Firstly, two ses-
sions that are translated after collision may still get the same
source port number, but the probability should be very low
and can be neglected; Secondly, in most TCP/IP protocol
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Fig. 9 The translation probability of NAToDs and NATs

stack designed on various OS platforms, the source port
number may not be generated randomly. Taking Microsoft
Windows system as an example, it increases the port num-
ber starting from port 2,000. With “Restricted NAToD”, it
shows the special scenario that port number assigned always
starts from the same value and increases progressively for
all clients. In Fig. 9 we can observe that 97,792 (97.8 %)
sessions need to be translated in the scenario of 1K servers.
Our works are in full accordance with our numerical analy-
sis earlier.

4.5 The processing latency of NATed packets in HA

In the following we discuss the performance of the NAToD
mechanism; we analyze the packet processing and end-to-
end latency of the proposed scheme in this subsection. We
compare the performance of processing NAToDs and NAT
packets in a home agent, which is based on a one-MIPS pro-
cessor. Note that in PMIPv4 environments, traditional NAT
still encounters address confliction problem, in which NAT
program codes are executed with the assumption that the
search time (hash table lookup) of the NAT translation table
and processing time will be influenced by the memory ac-
cess performance of the NAT function. Generally, the more
entries in the table, the longer search time and processing
time will take. The procedure of ARP table lookup also faces
the same situation. In addition, recalculation of checksum
increases the latency and consumes extra processor power.
Again, comparing with NAToDs under the same condition,
we assume that NAToD translation table consumes same
search time as NAT translation does, but the search time
of the ARP table can be totally neglected at backward traf-
fics because the MAC addresses have been piggybacked in
tunneled packets. We could expect that both the processor
utilization and packet forwarding delay of NAToD will be
reduced significantly compared with the original NAT.

Fig. 10 Packet processing time vs. sessions

Figure 10 presents the average packet processing time ob-
tained from the reciprocal of the above results. The line of
“NAT”, “NAToD-upstream” and “NAToD-downstream” is
the time cost for traditional NAT, NAToD with outgoing traf-
fic (forward) and NAToD with incoming traffic (backward).
The line of “Routing” denotes the processing time of normal
forwarding without NAT procedures. The packet processing
time in NAT and NAToD layer grows when the number of
sessions gets larger. For incoming (backward) traffics, NA-
ToD scheme does not require to look up routing and ARP ta-
ble, it gets better average performance than NAT even when
the number of sessions reaches 65536 (216). From the above
result, the end-to-end forwarding latency between MNs and
CNs is expected to decrease by our proposed scheme.

4.6 The signaling cost and protocol overhead

Since the address acquisition and duplicated address de-
tection procedures are both omitted, the signaling cost and
power consumption in PMIPv4 networks could benefit from
our proposed scheme. In terms of protocol overhead, since
Ethernet header is necessary for tunneling the data packets,
the extra data such as delivery IP header (outer header) for
tunneling, Ethernet header and tunnel header are all con-
sidered as overhead, the analysis result shows that protocol
overhead in PMIPv4 networks would be increased a little in
our proposed scheme.

In this simulation, we set the payload size from 64 to
1024 bytes; the overhead is 40 bytes for IPv4, 8 bytes
for UDP, 8 bytes for tunnel, and 18 bytes for Ethernet
header and trailer. The only difference between our pro-
posed scheme and the original PMIPv4 is that the tunnel
consists of an Ethernet frame rather than an IP packet. Fig-
ure 11 represents the comparison of protocol overhead be-
tween the original PMIPv4 and PMIPv4 with NAToD sup-
port. A minor overhead is introduced so that the effective
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Fig. 11 The protocol overhead between PMIPv4 and proposed
scheme

payload size is decreased, this is the only tiny drawback of
our proposed scheme.

5 Pros and cons

Although NAToD solves the major problems in PMIPv4 de-
ployment, but there is still uncertainty of some minor prob-
lems, which are discussed as follows:

5.1 How to avoid duplicate IP warning?

In standard IP over point-to-multipoint network environ-
ment, an internal host will continuously receive the broad-
cast packets (e.g. ARP) sent by each other and monitor
whether the duplicate IP address appears in the same net-
work segment. Once a duplicate IP address is detected [9],
the operating system will show the “Duplicate IP Warning”
message in user’s console. The internal hosts that adopt the
duplicate IP address may encounter such IP conflict situa-
tion in NAToD architecture. Although this situation does not
affect the normal operation of NAToD, it is still an issue to
be solved. There are several feasible solutions: (1) disabling
this warning message in the user’s operating system; (2) us-
ing broadcast filter; and (3) combining port-based virtual
LAN (VLAN) design in wireless access point to filter out the
ARP broadcast packets from each internal hosts. Through
this method, each internal host in its individual VLAN will
no longer receive the ARP broadcast from other VLANs.

5.2 How to assign duplicate IP address expressly?

There are two ways to assign duplicate IP address in the in-
ternal network, one is to establish all MNs with the same IP
address manually, the other is using special designed DHCP

server to assign duplicate IP address on purpose. The latter
would be easier to mobile users. How to realize it deserves
further study.

5.3 How to make connection between internal mobile
nodes?

There are various application environments, such as pub-
lic library, network coffee shop, computer classroom, and
hotspot areas which provide Internet access services. For
NAToD-enabled environments, it will be especially suitable
to deal with inside invading or paralyzed attack under the
wireless network environment. Since all hosts of internal
network adopt the same global unique IP address, they ob-
viously cannot set up the connection to each other as usual,
and it will break the threaten that comes from the internal
network effectively. The traditional NAT is a mechanism
that protects the external network accessing to the internal
network normally. However, the NAToD is a mechanism
that protects both the external network accessing to internal
network, as well as internal network accessing to internal
network at the same time normally. This design that avoids
the attack coming from other internal hosts in same network
segment is important for the network service on WLAN en-
vironment.

Localised addressing Regarding how to connect internal
hosts with same IP address in the NAToD environment, the
answer is using the proxy server, which prepares several lo-
cal domain names, pseudo IP addresses to fake both sides
by Proxy ARP function, translate both IP addresses and re-
lay the traffic to the other side. Thus, the internal mobile
nodes with same outside public address can still identify
and communicate with each other using call by unique do-
main names [4, 8]. If we want to put NAToD design into
commercial products, this extended part should be an issue
for follow-up study [6]. Actually, NAToD improves translat-
ing efficiency for the outside directory but tradeoff the poor
translating efficiency for the inside directory.

5.4 What’s the NAT type of NAToD?

The major difference between NAToD and NAT is that the
former works under the transparent mode when it processes
the outbound packets. While NAToD is processing the in-
bound packets, there is little difference between NAT and
NAToD on the mapping method. According to NAT varia-
tion definition in [34], NAToDs can also work in those four
main types: (1) Full Cone; (2) Restricted Cone; (3) Port Re-
stricted Cone; and (4) Symmetric. This is basically similar
to NATs.

The NAToDs is recommended to work on the symmetric
mode when the session is on the SPC state with ToD be-
ing active. The NAToD can solve the restriction for some
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specific protocol described in [16], such as IPSec [24]. The
reason it cannot work normally behind NATs is because it
fails in integrity check due to altered IP header. NAToD may
solve this problem because most packets still keep their orig-
inal IP header. However, IPSec still works abnormally be-
hind NAToD with very low probability because SPC cannot
be totally avoided in NAToD.

Regarding the restriction on FTP Port Mode or H.323
with VoIP application caused by external hosts attempting
to set up new TCP/UDP connection via new port number
[16], NAToD is unable to solve such problem, and it is the
fundamental limitation of NAToD.

Moreover, some protocols such as SNMP, RSVP and
H.323 also encounter problems [16, 35], these protocols
cannot operate normally because the payload fields carry
the IP address information, and this also cannot be solved
efficiently when packets pass through traditional NAT. This
problem may be solved using the NAToD mechanism, be-
cause NAToD might not replace the IP header, but it is not
a complete NAT traversal solution and not guaranteed to
work.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents a novel approach to provision NAT func-
tion interoperating with PMIPv4, a network-based, intra-
domain local mobility management scheme. Using experi-
ments based on a working prototype, we demonstrate that
with NAToD, mobile users can immediately experience the
benefits of seamless mobility without any software upgrade
on their mobile terminals. PMIPv4 inherently achieves very
low handoff latency, which makes uninterrupted mobile
real-time applications possible. We have extended NAToD
to support mobility when users move across wireless net-
work domains which lack IPv4 address.

PMIPv4 is defined as an emerging protocol for both
WiMAX and LTE networks for mobility. We first discuss
the possibility to adopt PMIPv4 on WLANs such as WiFi
(IEEE 802.11) networks. Beside the application in PMIPv4
to solve the private IP address overlapping problem, the
PMIPv4 cooperating with NAToD also features higher per-
formance, better security, and simpler NAT traversal and so
forth. The performance issue of NATs has become a great
challenge to the network administrators in large-scale, high
speed networks. The NAToD mechanism not only can be im-
plemented as our approach within HA in a PMIPv4 environ-
ment, but also can provide a single function for IP sharing
combined with the routers, switches, firewalls, home gate-
ways, IP phones, etc. These products can be value-added by
enabling NAToD features. The NAToD could benefit the net-
work appliances design with NAT behavior.

Despite the optimistic prediction of a rapid IPv4 deple-
tion and IPv6 deployment, so far the majority of user equip-
ments still operates with the IPv4 protocol suite [8], and by
default is not able to perform any mobility procedures. Be-
fore widespread deployment of IPv6, mobile users still suf-
fers both the severest IPv4 address shortages in the wire-
less Internet and complex, impractical client based mobility
schemes. Thus, the PMIPv4 cooperate with NAToD is a fea-
sible solution for most kind of IPv4 mobile Internet applica-
tions, just like the original NAT environment. Although our
proposed scheme does not intend to encourage the network
application or delay the retirement schedule of IPv4, it will
nevertheless be an inevitable result.

Regardless of the layer upon which mobility rides, the
end result of our efforts will deliver a new approach of mo-
bile communications on WLANs—one in which subscribers
are always connected, able to seamlessly access services re-
gardless of whether they are located in a home network, or
move to any foreign networks. Additionally, our approach
also allows the subscriber to move points of attachment
without requiring mobility capacity, and therefore, neither
the subscriber nor the corresponding device will be aware
that mobility has happened. This novel approach relies on
PMIPv4 and NAToD to support mobility, and it provides a
various mobility services options to future mobile Internet.
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